


What is Cell Scientists?
Cell Scientists is an interactive experience deeply rooted in science, yet exciting and addictive in a positive way. 

At its core it is a puzzle game with 50 levels with an easy to pick gameplay mechanics.
Discover the power of fun as a vehicle of culture, through an applied game that will make you wonder and 
discover a secret world so crucial for your entire life's well-being, yet completely invisible to the naked eye.



Developers: R-Next

Release Date: December 3 of 2019

Mobile Platforms: Android (Tablet and Phone), iOS (Tablet and Phone)

       Planned Platforms: PC and Nintendo Switch

Gender: Puzzle

Game Modes: Single player (Local Multiplayer and UGC levels planned 

                         for PC and Nintendo Switch)

Availability: Digital Download

Language: (Spanish, English)

Classification: 

Website: https://r-next.com.co/CS

Download links in App Store: 



Trailer

https://youtu.be/dKgdUxvDiBQ

The Story

In the future, the only way to cure 
common illness is by destroying at 
microscopic level the microbes which 
causes them... using nano ships! 

A virus which is too strong (Chagas) 
needs to be destroyed, there are no 
vaccines that can destroy it, so 
humanity weakens before its symptoms, 
so it is necessary to embark on an 
adventure to destroy it within the body 
of each patient.

Like in the famous movie Fantastic 
Voyage, in this game you will be able to 
destroy the illness, by playing through 
50 puzzle based  challenges. 



Objective 
Challenge the player to destroy the disease caused by Chagas virus, you 
must perform this mission in the shortest time possible before the symptoms 
of the disease kill the patient through 50+ exciting levels!.

                                    Game Pillars:

           Puzzle Game with an easy to pick
           gameplay mechanics

             50+ levels with different 
             challenges to conquer!

      Upgrade your selection of items and 
    power ups to help you complete your quest!

         (Planned for PC and Nintendo Switch:)

Share your own custom created levels 
and  challenge your friends! 

                 Local VS multiplayer modes

Leaderboards 
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Contact Us!
ivonne@r-next.com.co
roberto@r-next.com.co

https://r-next.com.co/


